PT6000 Flemish literature since 1830
PT6060 Literary history and criticism: History of Flemish literature
PT6130 Special periods: 20th century
PT6401 Individual authors or works
PT6401 1830-1960
PT6407 Berg-Buy (First letters of author’s name)
PT6410 Cl-Con (First letters of author’s name)
PT6429 Gezelle, G. (1830-1899)
PT6434 Ker-Led (First letters of author’s name)
PT6434.L6 Lateur, F. “Stijn Streuvels” (1871-1969)
PT6442 Mont-Rij (First letters of author’s name)
PT6442.O8 Ostayen, P. van (1896-1928)
PT6458 Tei-Vuy (First letters of author’s name)
PT6458.T4 Timmermans, F. (1886-1947)
PT6466 1961-2000

PT6510 Afrikaans literature

PT7113 Old Norse literature: Old Icelandic and old Norwegian

PT7954 Danish literature

PZ1 Fiction. Juvenile belles lettres
PZ1 Fiction in English
PZ1 Collections of novels. Short stories
PZ1 Individual authors: 1750 through 1950
PZ6 Juvenile belles lettres
PZ7 American and English: General juvenile belles lettres (1870-2014)
PZ11 Dutch. Flemish. Afrikaans: Collections

For more information visit our website www.ru.nl/library and click on the Need help? button or ask for help at the service desk.
### PT5001 Dutch literature

**PT5001** Literary history and criticism
- PT5054 Criticism: Collections of essays in criticism

**PT5060** History of Dutch literature
- PT5085 Treatment of special subjects: Special topics (A-Z)
- PT5121 Special periods
  - PT5121 Special periods: Medieval to 1500/1550
    - PT5123 Special topics (A-Z)
    - PT5132 Poetry: Epic
  - PT5141 16th-17th centuries
    - PT5145 Special topics (A-Z)
  - PT5170 19th century
    - PT5175 Special topics (A-Z)
  - PT5180 20th century
    - PT5185 Special topics (A-Z)

**PT5201 Special forms and topics (A-Z)**
- PT5201 Poetry
- PT5230 Special periods: 20th century
- PT5267 Drama: Special periods: 16th-17th centuries: Special topics (A-Z)
- PT5336 Prose fiction: Special periods: 20th century

**PT5398 Juvenile literature (General)**
- PT5401 Collections of Dutch literature
  - PT5401 General
    - PT5409 Special topics (Prose and verse, A-Z)
  - PT5420 Special periods
    - PT5420 Medieval (To ca. 1550)
      - PT5425 Poetry
      - PT5443 Drama: Individual plays (A-Z)
    - PT5470 20th century Poetry
      - PT5473 Selections, Anthologies
      - PT5477 Special periods
        - PT5477 16th-18th centuries
        - PT5478 19th-20th centuries
      - PT5480 Special forms and subjects
        - PT5488 Other (A-Z)
  - PT5497 Drama: Special periods: 16th-18th centuries
  - PT5517 Prose
    - PT5530 Fiction: Special periods: 19th-20th centuries
    - PT5532 Special forms and topics (A-Z)

**PT5555 Individual authors or works**
- PT5555 Medieval authors. Medieval works
  - PT5555 A-Flo (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5559 Flo-He (First letters of author’s name)
    - PT5559. H3 Hadewijch, B. (13th cent.)
  - PT5570 Maerlant, J. van (12357-1300)
  - PT5583 Reinaert de Vos
    - PT5585 History and criticism
  - PT5600 16th-18th centuries
    - PT5600 Anonymous works
    - PT5610 Bredero, G. A. (1585-1618)
    - PT5660 Hooft, P. C. (1581-1647)
    - PT5664 Huygens, C., heer van Zuilichem (1596-1687)
    - PT5679 Poo-Smi (First letters of author’s name)
    - PT5732 Vondel, J. van den (1587-1679): Criticism
    - PT5737 Vos-Wol (First letters of author’s name)
    - PT5738 Wolff, E. Bekker (1738-1804) and Deken, A. (1741-1804)
  - PT5800 1800-1960
    - PT5801 A-Alb (First letters of author’s name)
    - PT5804 Alberdingk Thijm, K. J. L. (1864-1952)
    - PT5820 Bos - Bri (First letters of author’s name)
    - PT5822 Bri-Cos (First letters of author’s name)
    - PT5825 Couperus, L. M. A. (1863-1923)
    - PT5825.A1 Collected works
    - PT5829 Dekker, E. D. “Multatuli” (1820-1887)
    - PT5829.M33 Separate works (By title): Max Havelaar
  - PT5833 Emants, M. (1848-1923)
  - PT5838 Gor-Has (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5844 Helm-Kate (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5850 Klo-Lap (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5854 Len-Log (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5860 Mes-Olt (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5865 Potgieter, E. J. (1808-1875)
  - PT5868 Roc-Sta (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5875 Verwey, A. (1865-1937)
  - PT5876 Ver-Vos (First letters of author’s name)
  - PT5881 1961-2000
    - PT5881.12 B (Author specified by second letter of name)
    - PT5881.18 H (Author specified by second letter of name)
    - PT5881.21 K (Author specified by second letter of name)
    - PT5881.33 W (Author specified by second letter of name)
  - PT5903 Provincial. Local. Foreign: Provincial. Local: By place (A-Z)